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Theatre/arch
aeology
Taylor &
Francis US
Anya Peterson

Royce turns
the
anthropologic
al gaze on the
performing
arts,
attempting to
find broad
commonalities
in
performance,

art, and artists
across space,
time, and
culture. She
asks general
questions as
to the nature
of artistic
interpretation,
the
differences
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between
virtuosity and
artistry, and
how artists
interplay with
audience,
aesthetics,
and style. To
support her
case, she
examines
artists as
diverse as
Fokine and
the Ballets
Russes, Tewa
Indian
dancers, 17th
century
commedia
dell'arte,
Japanese
kabuki and
butoh,
Zapotec
shamans, and
the mime of
Marcel
Marceau,
adding her
own
observations

as a
professional
dancer in the
classical ballet
tradition.
Royce also
points to the
recent move
toward
collaboration
across artistic
genres as
evidence of
the
universality of
aesthetics.
Her analysis
leads to a
better
understanding
of artistic
interpretation,
artist-
audience
relationships,
and the
artistic
imagination as
cross-cultural
phenomena.
Over 29 black
and white

photographs
and drawings
illustrate the
wide range of
Royce's cross-
cultural
approach. Her
well-crafted
volume will be
of great
interest to
anthropologist
s, arts
researchers,
and students
of cultural
studies and
performing
arts.
A Dictionary of
Theatre
Anthropology
A Dictionary of
Theatre
Anthropology
Ian Watson
provides the
most
comprehensiv
e and
systematic
study of
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Eugenio
Barba's work,
including his
training
methods,
dramaturgy,
productions,
and theories
as well as his
work at the
International
School of
Theatre
Anthropology.
Eugenio Barba
is one of
Europe's
leading
theatre
directors, at
the forefront
of
experimental
and group
theatre for
more than
twenty years.
Ian Watson
provides the
most
comprehensiv
e and

systematic
study of
Barba's work,
including his
training
methods,
dramaturgy,
productions
and theories,
as well as his
work at the
International
School of
Theatre
Anthropology.
A Dictionary of
Theatre
Anthropology
Oxford
University
Press
Turner looks
beyond his
routinized
discipline to
an
anthropology
of experience
. . . We must
admire him for
this.-Times
Literary

Supplement
The
Anthropolog
y of
Experience
Routledge
This
comprehensiv
e and up-to-
date
dictionary
provides all
the
information
necessary for
dance fans to
navigate the
diverse dance
scene of the
21st century.
It includes
entries
ranging from
classical ballet
to the cutting
edge of
modern
dance.
Society Of
The
Spectacle
University of
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Chicago Press
First Published
in 2013.
Routledge is
an imprint of
Taylor &
Francis, an
informa
company.
Theater as
Metaphor
Walter de
Gruyter GmbH
& Co KG
An original
approach to
ethnolinguistic
s, discussing
how abstract
concepts such
as love and
hate are
expressed
across
cultures and
ethnicities.
History and
Theory in
Anthropology
Routledge
What
constitutes

dramatic
performance?
Is it make-up,
set, intention?
Juxtaposing
the
performer's
craft as it is
understood in
the Occident
and Orient--in
the context of
plays, combat,
religion and
ritual--A
Dictionary of
Theatre
Anthropologye
lucidates the
nature of
dramatic
action and the
actor's craft
by examining
the dramatic
event cross-
culturally. The
result of ten
years'
research,The
Dictionary of
Theatre

Anthropologyi
nclude
practical
discussions of
balance,
opposition,
and montage
among other
techniques,
and addresses
such issues
asThe Text
and the
Stage,The
Dilated Body,
andEnergetic
Language.
Lavishly
illustrated
with
photographic
essays as well
as drawings
and diagrams,
this
sourcebook on
global theatre
is an inspiring
tribute to the
secret art of
the performer.
Psychology
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Press
In
performances
by Euro-
Americans,
Afro-
Americans,
Native
Americans,
and Asians,
Richard
Schechner has
examined
carefully the
details of
performative
behavior and
has developed
models of the
performance
process useful
not only to
persons in the
arts but to
anthropologist
s, play
theorists, and
others
fascinated
(but perhaps
terrified) by
the

multichannel
realities of the
postmodern
world.
Schechner
argues that in
failing to see
the structure
of the whole
theatrical
process,
anthropologist
s in particular
have
neglected
close
analogies
between
performance
behavior and
ritual. The way
performances
are
created—in
training,
workshops,
and
rehearsals—is
the key
paradigm for
social process.
Mr Bligh's Bad

Language
Psychology
Press
Presenting the
visual
demonstration
s of the
performer's
craft, this
dictionary
focuses on the
performer's
arduous and
eclectic craft.
It aims to
expand our
knowledge of
the
possibilities of
the scenic
body, and of
the
spectator's
response to
the dynamics
of
performance.
The Dilated
Body BRILL
For
generations,
fans and
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critics have
characterized
classic
American
radio drama
as a “theater
of the mind.”
This book
unpacks that
characterizati
on by
recasting the
radio play as
an aesthetic
object within
its unique
historical
context. In
Theater of the
Mind, Neil
Verma applies
an array of
critical
methods to
more than six
thousand
recordings to
produce a
vivid new
account of
radio drama
from the

Depression to
the Cold War.
In this
sweeping
exploration of
dramatic
conventions,
Verma
investigates
legendary
dramas by the
likes of
Norman
Corwin, Lucille
Fletcher, and
Wyllis Cooper
on key
programs
ranging from
The Columbia
Workshop,
The Mercury
Theater on the
Air, and
Cavalcade of
America to
Lights Out!,
Suspense, and
Dragnet to
reveal how
these
programs

promoted and
evolved a
series of
models of the
imagination.
With close
readings of
individual
sound effects
and charts of
broad trends
among
formats,
Verma not
only gives us
a new account
of the most
flourishing
form of genre
fiction in the
mid-twentieth
century but
also presents
a powerful
case for the
central place
of the
aesthetics of
sound in the
history of
modern
experience.
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Masks Or
Faces?
Cambridge
University
Press
The first
comprehensiv
e study of the
leading
American
avant-garde
theatre
director
Robert Wilson.
Dict Theatre
Anthropology
Routledge
"A theatre
which is able
to speak to
each
spectator in a
different and
penetrating
language is
not a fantastic
idea, nor a
utopia. This is
the theatre for
which many of
us, directors
and leaders of

groups,
trained for a
long time....."
- from the
Introduction
On Directing is
Eugenio
Barba's
unprecedente
d account of
his own life
and work. This
is a major
retrospective
of Barba's
working
methods, his
practical
techniques,
and the life
experiences
which fed
directly into
his theatre-
making. On
Directing is an
inspirational
resource. It is
a dramaturgy
of
dramaturgies,
and a

professional
autobiography
, from one of
the most
significant and
influential
directors and
theorists
working today.
It provides
unique
insights into a
philosophy
and practice
of directing for
the beginning
student, the
experienced
practitioner,
and everyone
in between.
Body Matters
Manchester
University
Press
First Published
in 2005.
Routledge is
an imprint of
Taylor &
Francis, an
informa
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company.
The Theatre of
Societas
Raffaello
Sanzio
University of
Pennsylvania
Press
The Five
Continents of
Theatre
undertakes
the
exploration of
the material
culture of the
actor, which
involves the
actors’
pragmatic
relations and
technical
functionality,
their
behaviour, the
norms and
conventions
that interact
with those of
the audience
and the
society in

which actors
and
spectators
equally take
part.
On Directing
Routledge
The papers of
the present
volume
investigate
the potential
of the
metaphor of
life as theater
for literary,
philosophical,
juridical and
epistemologic
al discourses
from the
Middle Ages
through
modernity,
and focusing
on traditions
as manifold as
French,
Spanish,
Italian,
German,
Russian and

Latin-
American.
Anthropology
of the
Performing
Arts Routledge
Captain Bligh
and the
mutiny on the
Bounty have
become
proverbial in
their capacity
to evoke the
extravagant
and violent
abuse of
power. But
William Bligh
was one of the
least violent
disciplinarians
in the British
navy. It is this
paradox which
inspired Greg
Dening to ask
why the
mutiny took
place. His
book explores
the theatrical
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nature of what
was enacted
in the power-
play on deck,
on the
beaches at
Tahiti and in
the murderous
settlement at
Pitcairn, on
the altar
stones and
temples of
sacrifice, and
on the
catheads from
which men
were hanged.
Part of the key
lies in the
curious puzzle
of Mr Bligh's
bad language.
Eugenio Barba
University of
Wales Press
Fourteen
authors,
including
many of the
best-known
scholars in the

field, explore
how people
actually
experience
their culture
and how those
experiences
are expressed
in forms as
varied as
narrative,
literary work,
theater,
carnival,
ritual,
reminiscence,
and life
review. Their
studies will be
of special
interest for
anyone
working in
anthropologic
al theory,
symbolic
anthropology,
and
contemporary
social and
cultural
anthropology,

and useful as
well for other
social
scientists,
folklorists,
literary
theorists, and
philosophers.
The Moon
Rises from the
Ganges
University of
Wales Press
A Dictionary of
Theatre
AnthropologyT
aylor &
Francis
The Paper
Canoe
Rowman
Altamira
Eugenio Barba
is one of the
most
important
theatre
practitioners
working today.
This
guidebook
provides
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exercises for
both students
and teachers,
and also offers
an historical
perspective on
European and
world theatre.
Theatre
Cambridge
University
Press
The Das
Kapital of the
20th
century,Societ
y of the
Spectacle is
an essential
text, and the
main
theoretical
work of the
Situationists.
Few works of
political and
cultural theory

have been as
enduringly
provocative.
From its
publication
amid the
social
upheavals of
the 1960's, in
particular the
May 1968
uprisings in
France, up to
the present
day, with
global
capitalism
seemingly
staggering
around in it’s
Zombie end-
phase, the
volatile theses
of this book
have
decisively
transformed

debates on
the shape of
modernity,
capitalism,
and everyday
life in the late
20th century.
This ‘Red and
Black’
translation
from 1977 is
Introduced by
Notting Hill
armchair
insurrectionar
y Tom Vague
with a
galloping time
line and pop-
situ verve,
and given a
more
analytical over
view by young
upstart
thinker Sam
Cooper.
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